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The first idea that resonated with me after reading Helen Timperley’s, “A Background 

Paper to Inform the Development of a National Professional Development Framework for 

Teachers and School Leaders”, is the notion of “Principle Three”, which relates to improving 

measurable academic outcomes for students through deep pedagogical knowledge.  I feel a need 

to acquire a deeper understanding of the pedagogy behind recognized current research 

underpinning formative assessment.  This is necessary in order for me to rationalize to the 

academically powerful parents, my colleagues and my department head the direction I have 

already started heading towards in leading my learners to self-regulate their own learning.  In our 

academically focussed, marks-driven school, I wonder whether our community will accept this 

shift. 

One way of applying the knowledge base that I am gaining in my studies in the CIEL 

program will be to investigate last year’s implementation of Blogs and Wikis in my classroom. 

When I asked my English 10 students to post journal entries from the perspective of one 

character in To Kill A Mockingbird on their Creative Writing Blogs, I was able to see how well I 

taught Point of View and Characterization.  Happily, this provided me with continuous feedback 

during the unit about what I needed to re-teach or what I needed to do in order to help students 

who did not completely understand the concepts taught in class.  This medium for writing 
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allowed the students to read their peers’ blogs and helped in providing ample models of good 

writing.  ESL students in particular improved the quantity and quality of their posts as a result of 

reading other’s work online. The time, effort and quality of all students’ work online improved 

relative to in-class journal assignments where students receive little opportunity to read their 

peers’ writing.  I am currently evaluating the effectiveness of employing these student blogs in 

my class setting.  Do Creative Writing Blogs and my Class Wiki improve student engagement 

and the quality of student writing?   Do the activities I assign online that employ formative 

assessment strategies translate into improved scores in English Provincial Exams?   

Another principle that speaks to my situation at UHill Secondary is “Principle Four” in 

Timperley’s article.  Having a suitable professional learning environment, having opportunities 

to collaborate as a group and having enough time to do so, have been core in our school’s 

philosophy for improving student achievement.  Because we are such a small staff, individuals 

feel a multitude of pressures: to sponsor teams and clubs, to attend staff committee meetings and 

to be available to meet with students at lunch, before and after school.  Our staff engaged in 

inquiry as a result of concerns about our students’ needs and eventually teachers’ needs for time 

to work together to improve learning outcomes.  This led us to incorporate CPT Days 

(Collaborative Planning Days) once a month into our school calendar.  On the last Wednesday of 

each month, staff organize themselves within their departments or cross-curricularly to 

collaborate about students.  These groups change constantly according to what staff  identify as 

student needs at that time.  CPT days provided me with the breathing room I needed to meet 

colleagues in my department so we could discuss student needs for more contemporary novels 

that would be more engaging.  It provided me time to help the Psychology and Geography 

teachers set up a wiki and blogs for their classes, and it allowed me to discuss grading practices 
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and participate with my department in figuring out how to improve student achievement as a 

result of a drop in our English 12 Provincial Exam results one year.  A key concern for our staff 

that constricts future opportunities to learn with others is the design of our new school.  In 2012 

we will be moving into a school that lacks a staffroom.  Will the lack of a staffroom affect our 

staff’s willingness and ability to meet effectively during CPT days?  In particular will a lack of a 

staffroom reduce collaboration cross-curricularly?  I am sure we will come up with a solution.  

We always do.    


